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Baked,  
and exhausting  
a trail of steam  
in the kitchen,  
no, she won’t  
eat it,  
my mom warns.

It needs grease,  
skip the pepperoni,  
she only wants cheese,  
fast and cheap,  
preferably delivery.

Little Caesars,  
Pizza Hut,  
but never Domino’s,  
the only exception,  
Digiorno’s.

Her stubby hands  
on a ravenous pursuit,  
un glueing the cheese  
from its tomato groom,  
licking and chewing,  
the pieces torn away,  
destroying everything,  
but throwing the crust away.

Finishing the slice,  
looking me in the eye,  
and asking,  
sister,  
do you have  
more yummy?